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Until recently, the story of the african american civil rights movement has been told largely within 
the context of american history. only since the collapse of the soviet Union have scholars shown 
how U.s. foreign policy concerns and the competition with the soviet Union forced policy makers in 
washington to support the civil rights agenda. what receives almost no attention in this Cold war 
interpretation, however, is america's involvement in europe, and the role that the expansion of the 
american military base system and the encounter with germans after wwii played in the unfolding 
drama of the civil rights struggle. yet, by bringing a segregated Jim Crow army to military bases out-
side the physical boundaries of the United states, america literally transposed its racial conflict and 
its actors onto foreign soil.

this exhibition shows how germany emerged as a critical point of reference in african american 
demands for an end to segregation and for equal rights. from as early as 1933, african american civil 
rights activists used white america's condemnation of nazi racism to expose and indict the abuses 
of Jim Crow racism at home and to argue that “separate“ can never be “equal.“ america's entry 
into the war allowed these activists to step up their rhetoric significantly and to call for an end to 

segregation. the defeat of nazi germany and the participation of african american gis in the military 
occupation only strengthened their determination. drawing on the experience of soldiers stationed in 
germany, these activists claimed that it was in post-nazi germany that black gis found the equality 
and democracy denied them in their own country.

once the civil rights movement gained momentum in the late 1950s, black gis deployed overseas 
became crucial actors in the struggle. By 1960, sit-ins to integrate lunch counters were taking place 
not only in greensboro, nC, but also in  establishments on and around U.s. military bases in germany. 
Because military deployments to germany usually lasted 2 to 3 years, african american gis were able 
to establish contacts and often friendships within neighboring german communities. Beginning in the 
early 1960s, black gis started to collaborate with german student activists in places like frankfurt and 
Berlin to support demands for civil rights in the U.s. after dr. martin luther king Jr.'s visit to Berlin 
in 1964, the rise of the Black Power movement, and angela davis's solidarity campaigns in both east 
and west  germany in the early 1970s, african-american gis only intensified their collaboration with 
german student activists to fight racism both in the U.s. military and in german communities.

By illustrating the untold story of african american gis and the transnational implications of the 
african american civil rights movement, this exhibition hopes to advance a more nuanced and sophis-
ticated sense of how america’s struggle for democracy reverberated across the globe. it presents the 
first results of a joint research initiative of the german Historical institute, vassar College, and the 
Heidelberg Center for american studies at the University of Heidelberg. as part of that project, we 
have also constructed a website/ digital archive.
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the Civil rights struggle, african-american gis, and germany, is a joint project of the german 
Historical institute, the Heidelberg Center for american studies, and vassar College. the exhibition 
was planned, researched, and curated by maria Höhn (vassar College) and martin klimke (german 
Historical institute in washington dC / Heidelberg Center for american studies, University of Hei-
delberg) and is part of a larger research project. the project was awarded the naaCP's Julius e. 
williams distinguished Community service award in 2009. (see www.aacvr-germany.org)


